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Abstract—The distribution difference among multiple domains has been exploited for cross-domain text categorization in recent

years. Along this line, we show two new observations in this study. First, the data distribution difference is often due to the fact that

different domains use different index words to express the same concept. Second, the association between the conceptual feature and

the document class can be stable across domains. These two observations actually indicate the distinction and commonality across

domains. Inspired by the above observations, we propose a generative statistical model, named Collaborative Dual-PLSA (CD-PLSA),

to simultaneously capture both the domain distinction and commonality among multiple domains. Different from Probabilistic Latent

Semantic Analysis (PLSA) with only one latent variable, the proposed model has two latent factors y and z, corresponding to word

concept and document class, respectively. The shared commonality intertwines with the distinctions over multiple domains, and is also

used as the bridge for knowledge transformation. An Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm is developed to solve the CD-PLSA

model, and further its distributed version is exploited to avoid uploading all the raw data to a centralized location and help to mitigate

privacy concerns. After the training phase with all the data from multiple domains we propose to refine the immediate outputs using

only the corresponding local data. In summary, we propose a two-phase method for cross-domain text classification, the first phase for

collaborative training with all the data, and the second step for local refinement. Finally, we conduct extensive experiments over

hundreds of classification tasks with multiple source domains and multiple target domains to validate the superiority of the proposed

method over existing state-of-the-art methods of supervised and transfer learning. It is noted to mention that as shown by the

experimental results CD-PLSA for the collaborative training is more tolerant of distribution differences, and the local refinement also

gains significant improvement in terms of classification accuracy.

Index Terms—Statistical generative models, cross-domain learning, distinction and commonality, classification

Ç

1 INTRODUCTION

TO build a learning model, traditional learning methods
usually yield to the fundamental assumption that the

data from different information sources are drawn from the
same data distribution. However, in many emerging real-
world applications, new test data usually come from fast
evolving information sources with different but semanti-
cally related distributions. For example, to build an
enterprise news portal, we need to classify the news about

a certain company into some predefined categories, such as
“merger and acquisition,” “product announcement,” “fi-
nancial scandal,” and so on. This classification model may
be trained from the news about one company, and may fail
on the news for another company since the business areas
for the two companies may be different. To deal with this
change of data distributions, one solution is to include more
labeled data in the new domains into the training set.
However, it is often expensive or not practical to recollect
the required amount of new training data. Indeed, it is
highly desirable to reduce the need and efforts to label new
data. This leads to the research of cross-domain learning
(often referred to as transfer learning or domain adaption) [2],
[3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9], [10]. In this paper, the training
data and test data are also referred to source domain and
target domain, respectively.

Unlike previous approaches, which consider the dis-

tribution of the low-level features of raw words, we exploit

high-level word concepts. Here, any word concept y can be

represented by a multinomial distribution pðwjyÞ over

words, and this distribution is often domain dependent.

Let us take the word concept “products” as an example, if

this concept is within the domain of the HP company,

which makes printers, the values of pð‘‘printer’’j‘‘products’’Þ
and pð‘‘LaserJet’’j‘‘products’’Þ are large within the domain

of HP. If we change the domain to IBM, the representative
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words of this concept turn to be some IBM product names,
and pð‘‘printer’’j‘‘products’’Þ and pð‘‘LaserJet’’j‘‘products’’Þ
will have a very small value within the domain of IBM.
Indeed, Table 6 in the experimental section also lists three
word concepts with the corresponding key words for each
of the four domains. In the table, we can observe that
different domains may use different words to express and
describe the same concept.

Moreover, we observe that, wherever a word concept
exists, it has the same implication to the class of the
document which contains this concept. Let us consider the
word concept “products.” If a news contains the word
concept “products,” no matter where it comes from, it is
more likely to be a news about “product announcement”
rather than about “financial scandal.” In other words, the
association between word concept y and document class z,
represented by their joint probability pðy; zÞ, is usually
stable across domains.

In the above example, pðwjyÞ and pðy; zÞ corresponds to
the two sides of a word concept y, extension and intension,
respectively. In general, the extension of a concept is just the
collection of individual objects to which it is correctly applied,
while the intension of a concept is the set of features which are
shared by everything to which it applies.1 Following the general
definitions of concept extension and intension their defini-
tions for word concept are as follows.

Definition 1 (Extension of Word Concept). The extension of
a word concept y is the degree of applicability of that concept
for each word w, denoted by pðwjyÞ.

That is to say, when pðwjyÞ is large, w is a typical object to
which the word concept y can be applied.

Definition 2 (Intension of Word Concept). The intension of a
word concept y is expressed by its association with each
document class z, denoted by their joint probability pðy; zÞ in
this study.

For a word concept y, the values of pðy; zÞ over different
document classes z can be considered as the intrinsic
features of concept y.

In a similar way, we can also define the extension and
intension of document concept z as pðdjzÞ (a multinomial
distribution over document d) and pðy; zÞ, respectively.
Since we consider each document class for classification
as a document concept here, document class and
document concept are interchangeable in this paper. To
make the terminologies “Distinction,” “Commonality,”
“Extension,” and “Intension” defined in this paper more
clear, their relationships are summarized in Table 1. The
domain distinction includes the extension of word

concept and document concept, while domain common-
ality contains the intension of word concept and docu-
ment concept. Let’s revisit the example of enterprise news
classification, the distinctions among data domains HP
and IBM are: 1) the key words describing the word
concept “products” are different; 2) the documents in
document class “product announcement” are different.
On the other hand, the domain commonality is the shared
association between word concept and document class,
e.g., pð‘‘products’’; ‘‘product announcement’’Þ.

With the above definitions, we further argue that the
extension of any word concept or document concept is often
domain-dependent, while its intension is often stable across
different domains. Thus, we propose to exploit the
distinction and commonality across data domains for text
categorization.

In the first phase, we develop a generative statistical
model, Collaborative Dual-PLSA (CD-PLSA), to simulta-
neously capture both domain distinction and commonality.
The main idea of this model is illustrated in Fig. 1. In this
figure, we have s source domains and t target domains (s
and t can be any positive integers), represented by the
dashed rectangle on the left and right, respectively. In each
dashed rectangle there are two solid rectangles at the above
and below, bounding the extensions of word concepts and
document concepts, respectively. All these extensions, as
the distinction for each domain, share the same intensions
of word and document concepts as their commonality (the
polygon in the middle). Since we know the class label of
each document in the source domains, we actually know
the extensions of the document concepts in the source
domains. Thus, these observed extensions of the document
concepts (the filled circles) are used as the supervision
information, which is transferred through the bridge of
concept intensions (the polygon in the middle) to the other
parts of the model (the unfilled circles). We employ an EM
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1. http://www.philosophypages.com/lg/e05.htm.

Fig. 1. Extension and intension of concepts.



solution to learn the CD-PLSA model. Also in order to
handle the situation where the data domains are geogra-
phically separated from each other, we provide a distrib-
uted solution to the CD-PLSA model. In this distributed
version only some intermediate statistics are transmitted,
rather than communicating and exposing the raw data,
which can alleviate the privacy concerns to some degree.

In the second phase, we further exploit the intrinsic
structure of the target domains. After solving the CD-PLSA
model, we can obtain the intensions of word and document
concepts pðy; zÞ, which are shared by all data domains.
Indeed, the output intensions pðy; zÞ from CD-PLSA model
may not be the exact ones for target domains. Thus, we
propose to refine the outputs from CD-PLSA model with
only the local data in target domains.

In summary, we propose a two-phase cross-domain
approach for text classification. In the first phase, we
collaboratively train a generative model (CD-PLSA) based
on all the domain data to generate the commonality pðy; zÞ
and distinction pðwjyÞ, pðdjzÞ. In the second phase, we
further refine the outputs only with the local data
corresponding to each target domain. Thus, the whole
method is called Refined CD-PLSA (RCD-PLSA for short).

Finally, we conduct extensive experiments to evaluate
the effectiveness of CD-PLSA and RCD-PLSA on binary
classification problems as well as multiclass classification
tasks with multiple source and target domains. Experi-
mental results show that CD-PLSA (in the first training
phase) is more tolerant to distribution differences, and
RCD-PLSA with the local refinement in the second phase
further gains significant improvement in terms of overall
classification accuracy.

Overview. The remainder of this paper is organized as
follows: Section 2 introduces the related work. In Section 3,
we review some preliminaries and then give the problem
formulation. Its solution by EM and the two-phase method
are followed in Section 4. Next, a distributed solution to
CD-PLSA is described in Section 5 and the experimental
results to validate our algorithm are described in Section 6.
Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 7.

2 RELATED WORKS AND DISCUSSIONS

In this section, we will survey some related work, and then
give some discussions on generative and discriminative
classifiers for cross-domain learning.

2.1 Cross-Domain Learning

Cross-domain Learning has attracted great attention in
recent years, and the works in this field can be grouped into
four categories based on the different types of techniques
used for knowledge transfer, namely feature selection
based, feature space mapping, weight based, and model
combination-based methods.

Feature selection-based methods are to identify the
common features (at the level of raw words) between
source and target domains, which are useful for transfer
learning. Jiang and Zhai [11] argued that the features highly
related to class labels should be assigned to large weights in
the learned model, thus they developed a two-step feature
selection framework for domain adaptation. They first

selected the general features to build a general classifier,
and then considered the unlabeled target domain to select
specific features for training target classifier. Zhuang et al.
[12] formulated a joint optimization framework of the two
matrix trifactorizations for the source and target domain
data, respectively, in which the associations between word
clusters and document classes are shared between them for
knowledge transfer. Although the basic assumption of this
method is similar to our method, it lacks the probabilistic
explanation of the model and is not easy to be extended to
handle the tasks with multiple source and target domains.
Dai et al. [6] proposed a coclustering-based approach for
this problem. In this method, they identified the word
clusters among the source and target domains, via which
the class information and knowledge propagated from
source domain to target domain.

Feature space mapping-based methods are to map the
original high-dimensional features into a low-dimensional
feature space, under which the source and target domains
comply with the same data distribution. Pan et al. [13]
proposed a dimensionality reduction approach to find out
this latent feature space, in which supervised learning
algorithms can be applied to train classification models. Gu
and Zhou [14] learned the shared subspace among multiple
domains for clustering and transductive transfer classifica-
tion. In their problem formulation, all the domains have the
same cluster centroid in the shared subspace. The label
information can also be injected for classification tasks in
this method. Xie et al. [15] tried to fill up those missing
values of disjoint features to drive the marginal distribu-
tions of two domains closer, and then found the comparable
substructures in the latent space where both marginal and
conditional distribution are similar. In this latent space,
given an unlabeled instances in the target domain the most
similar labeled instances are retrieved for classification.

Weight-based methods can be further grouped into two
kinds, i.e., the instance weighting based and model weight-
ing-based methods. Instance weighting-based approaches
reweight the instances in source domains according to the
similarity measure on how they are close to the data in the
target domain. Specifically, the weight of an instance is
increased if it is close to the data in the target domain,
otherwise the weight is decreased. Jiang and Zhai [16]
proposed a general instance weighting framework, which
has been validated to work well on NLP tasks. Dai et al. [8]
extended boosting-style learning algorithm to cross-domain
learning, in which the training instances with different
distribution from the target domain are less weighted for
data sampling, while the training instances with the similar
distribution to the target domain are more weighted. On the
other side model weighting-based methods give different
weights to the classification models in an ensemble. Gao et al.
[3] proposed a dynamic model weighting method for each
test example according to the similarity between the model
and the local structure of the test example in the target
domain.

Model combination-based methods, considering the
situation of multiple source domains, integrate the source-
domain local models according to certain criterion. Luo et al.
[7] proposed the regularization framework which maximizes
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not only the posteriori in each source domain, but also the
consensus degree of these models’ prediction results on the
target domain. Dredze et al. [17] proposed a online model
update method for each coming instance, which guarantee
that after each iteration the combined model yields a correct
prediction for the current instance with high probability
while also making the smallest change from the existing
models from the source domains.

The most related works are [18], [9]. The work of Zhai et al.
[18] connects the variations of a topic under different contexts
by leveraging the same background for this topic. Our work
can also use this technique to explore possible improvements.
In this sense, their work is orthogonal to ours. Xue et al. [9]
proposed the model of topic-bridged PLSA for cross-domain
text categorization, and the basic assumption of this work is
that the source and target domains share the same topics.
Specifically, they conduct two topic modelings over the
source and target domains jointly, and induce the super-
vision of the labeled source domain data by the pairwise
constraints, similar to the must-link and cannot-link con-
straints used in semi-supervised clustering. Different from
topic-bridged PLSA, our model explicitly explores the
commonality (concept intension) and distinction (concept
extension) of the topics across multiple domains rather than
assume that these topics are exactly the same. Additionally,
since our model has two latent variables for word concept
and document class, it can naturally include the supervision
from the source domain, rather than add a penalty of the
pairwise constraints to the original log-likelihood function.

2.2 Discussion on Generative versus Discriminative
Classifiers for Transfer Learning

Given the observed data x and their labels y, we can
formulate the learning of a classifier as calculating the
posterior distribution pðyjxÞ. A discriminative classifier
models this distribution directly while a generative classi-
fier models the joint probability pðx; yÞ, after which pðyjxÞ is
calculated via Bays rules. There is a widely held belief in the
literatures that discriminative classifiers are preferred to
generative ones in practice. For example, Vapnik articulated
in [19] that

One should solve the classification problem directly and
never solve a more general problem as an intermediate step
such as modeling pðxjyÞ.

However, when learning and applying discriminative
classifiers, we essentially assume that all the data instances
are generated from the identical distribution. This assump-
tion may not hold when data are from different sources.
Ideally, the conditional probability pðyjxÞ may be the same
across different domains, however, the marginal probability
pðxÞ on each domain is prone to be different. The problem is
that since the training of pðyjxÞ based on the data in a source
domain is biased toward the local marginal probability pðxÞ
it is difficult to achieve the ideal pðyjxÞ by discriminative
models even using the data from all the source domains. On
the other hand, the generative classifiers, like CD-PLSA
proposed here, provide us facilities to explicitly model the
data distribution differences across domains. Thus, it may
introduce extra values in prediction. Therefore, we argue
that generative models may be suited for transfer learning.

3 PRELIMINARIES AND PROBLEM FORMULATION

In this section, we first briefly review Probabilistic Latent
Semantic Analysis (PLSA), and then introduce an extension
of PLSA, Dual-PLSA. Finally, we formulate our problem for
cross-domain classification.

3.1 A Review of PLSA

Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis [20] is a statistical
model to analyze co-occurrence data by a mixture
decomposition. Specifically, given the word-document co-
occurrence matrix O whose element Ow;d represents the
frequency of word w appearing in document d, PLSA
models O by using a mixture model with latent topics
(each topic is denoted by y) as follows:

pðw; dÞ ¼
X
y

pðw; d; yÞ ¼
X
y

pðwjyÞpðdjyÞpðyÞ: ð1Þ

Fig. 2a shows the graphical model for PLSA. The
parameters of pðwjyÞ; pðdjyÞ; pðyÞ over all w; d; y are obtained
by the EM solution to the maximum likelihood problem.

3.2 The Dual-PLSA Model

In the PLSA model, the documents and words share the
same latent variable y. However, documents and words
usually exhibit different organizations and structures.
Specifically, they may have different kinds of latent topics,
denoted by y for word concept and z for document concept.
Its graphical model is shown in Fig. 2b. Since there are two
latent variables in this model we call it Dual-PLSA (D-PLSA
for short) in this paper.

Given the word-document co-occurrence OO, we can
similarly arise a mixture model like (1),

pðw; dÞ ¼
X
y;z

pðw; d; y; zÞ ¼
X
y;z

pðwjyÞpðdjzÞpðy; zÞ: ð2Þ

And the parameters of pðwjyÞ; pðdjzÞ; pðy; zÞ over all w; d; y; z
can also be obtained by the EM solution. In these
parameters pðwjyÞ and pðdjzÞ are actually the extensions of
the word concept y and the document concept z, respec-
tively, while pðy; zÞ is actually their intension.

This model was proposed in [21] for the clustering
problem. In this paper, we find that since the word topic
and document topic are separated in this model we can
inject the label information into pðdjzÞ when d is a labeled
instance and z is actually a document class. This way this
model can also be used for semi-supervised classification.
We will detail this in Section 6.1.2.

3.3 The Collaborative Dual-PLSA Model

Based on D-PLSA, we propose a statistical generative model
for text classification cross multiple domains. Supposed we
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have sþ t data domains, denoted as D ¼ ðD1; . . . ;Ds;Dsþ1;

. . . ;Dsþt). Without loss of generality, we assume the first s
domains are source domains with label information and the
left t domains are target domains without any label
information. Simply, for each domain we can generate its
own extensions and intensions of word and document
concepts. However, this simple method generates
sþ t different sets of concept intensions. To obtain only
one set of concept intensions, the variables y and z for word
concept and document concept, respectively, must be
independent of the variable c for the data domain. There-
fore, we propose the graphical model in Fig. 2c to catch the
requirements that 1) y and z are independent of c; 2) the
word w is dependent of both y and c; 3) the document d is
dependent of both z and c. Given this graphical model the
joint probability over all the variables is

pðw; d; y; z; cÞ ¼ pðwjy; cÞpðdjz; cÞpðy; zÞpðcÞ: ð3Þ

The word-document co-occurrence matrix in the
cth domain is denoted by OOc, whose element Ow;d;c

represents the co-occurrence frequencies of the triple
ðw; d; cÞ. If we denote the two latent variables y; z as Z,
given the whole data XX from different domains we
formulate the problem of maximum log likelihood as

log pðXXj�Þ ¼ log
X
ZZ

pðZZ;XXj�Þ; ð4Þ

where � includes the parameters of pðy; zÞ, pðwjy; cÞ, pðdjz; cÞ
and pðcÞ.

We have to mention that although the extensions of the
same word concept y on different domains are different,
these extensions are semantically related to a certain degree.
The reason is that they are trained collaboratively by
sharing the same intension of pðy; zÞ. By the experimental
results in Section 6.4 we will intuitively show the difference
and relatedness among the extensions, which corresponds
to the same word concept, on the multiple domains. In this
sense we call our model Collaborative Dual-PLSA. Next, we
develop an EM solution to the problem in (4).

4 AN EM SOLUTION TO THE COLLABORATIVE

DUAL-PLSA MODEL

An Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm [22], [23] is to
maximize the lower bound (via Jensen’s inequality) L0 of (4)

L0 ¼
X
ZZ

qðZZÞ log
pðZZ;XXj�Þ
qðZZÞ

� �
; ð5Þ

where qðZZÞ could be arbitrary. We set qðZZÞ ¼ pðZZjXX; �oldÞ
and substitute into (5)

L0 ¼
X
ZZ

pðZZjXX; �oldÞlog pðZZ;XXj�Þ
|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

L

�
X
ZZ

pðZZjXX; �oldÞlog pðZZjXX; �oldÞ
|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

const

¼ Lþ const:

ð6Þ

4.1 E Step: Constructing L
According to the derivation in Appendix, which can be

found on the Computer Society Digital Library at http://

doi.ieeecomputersociety.org/10.1109/TKDE.2011.143, for
the problem setting of CD-PLSA we have

L ¼
X

y;z;w;d;c

Ow;d;cpðy; zjw; d; c; �oldÞ

� log ½pðy; zÞpðwjy; cÞpðdjz; cÞpðcÞ�;
ð7Þ

where

pðy; zjw; d; c; �oldÞ ¼ pðy; zÞpðwjy; cÞpðdjz; cÞpðcÞP
y;z pðy; zÞpðwjy; cÞpðdjz; cÞpðcÞ

: ð8Þ

4.2 M Step: Maximizing L
Now we maximize L with its parameters by Lagrangian

Multiplier method and extract the terms containing

pðwjy; cÞ. Then, we have

L½pðwjy;cÞ� ¼
X

y;z;w;d;c

Ow;d;cpðy; zjw; d; c; �oldÞ � log pðwjy; cÞ: ð9Þ

Applying the constraint
P

w pðwjy; cÞ ¼ 1 into the following

equation:

@ L½pðwjy;cÞ� þ �ð1�
P

w pðwjy; cÞÞ
� �

@pðwjy; cÞ ¼ 0; ð10Þ

then

pðwjy; cÞ ¼
P

z;d Ow;d;c pðy; zjw; d; c; �oldÞ
�

: ð11Þ

Considering the constraint
P

w pðwjy; cÞ ¼ 1,

1 ¼
X
w

pðwjy; cÞ ¼
P

w

P
z;d Ow;d;c pðy; zjw; d; c; �oldÞ

�
; ð12Þ

) � ¼
X
w

X
z;d

Ow;d;c pðy; zjw; d; c; �oldÞ: ð13Þ

Finally, the update formula of pðwjy; cÞ can be obtained,

p̂ðwjy; cÞ ¼
P

z;d Ow;d;c pðy; zjw; d; c; �oldÞP
z;w;d Ow;d;c pðy; zjw; d; c; �oldÞ : ð14Þ

Similarly,

p̂ðdjz; cÞ ¼
P

y;w Ow;d;c pðy; zjw; d; c; �oldÞP
y;w;d Ow;d;c pðy; zjw; d; c; �oldÞ ; ð15Þ

p̂ðy; zÞ ¼
P

w;d;c Ow;d;c pðy; zjw; d; c; �oldÞP
y;z;w;d;c Ow;d;c pðy; zjw; d; c; �oldÞ ; ð16Þ

p̂ðcÞ ¼
P

y;z;w;d Ow;d;c pðy; zjw; d; c; �oldÞP
y;z;w;d;c Ow;d;c pðy; zjw; d; c; �oldÞ : ð17Þ

4.3 CD-PLSA to Cross-Domain Classification

In this section, we introduce how to leverage the proposed
EM algorithm for cross-domain classification. We need to

figure out two subtasks: 1) how to inject the label
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information in source domains to supervise the EM
optimization; 2) how to assign the class label to the
instances in the target domains based on the output from
the EM algorithm.

For the first task we inject the supervising information
(the class label of the instances in the source domains) into
the probability pðdjz; cÞ (1 � c � s). Specifically, let LLc 2
½0; 1�nc�m be the true label information of the cth domain,
where nc is the number of instances in it, m is the number of
document classes. If instance d belongs to document class
z0, then Lcd;z0

¼ 1, otherwise Lcd;z ¼ 0 (z 6¼ z0). We normalize
Lc to satisfy the probabilistic condition so that the sum of
the entries in each column equals to 1,

Nc
d;z ¼

Lcd;zP
d L

c
d;z

: ð18Þ

Then pðdjz; cÞ is initialized as Nc
d;z. Note that since this initial

value is from the true class label we do not change the value
of pðdjz; cÞ (for 1 � c � s) during the iterative process.

For the unlabeled target domains, pðdjz; cÞ (sþ 1 � c �
sþ t) can be initialized similarly. This time the label
information Lc used can be obtained by any supervised
classifier (Logistic Regression is used in this paper). Note
that since this classifier may output the wrong class label
we do change the value of pðdjz; cÞ (for sþ 1 � c � sþ t)
during the iterative process.

After the EM iteration we obtain all the parameters of
pðdjz; cÞ, pðwjy; cÞ, pðy; zÞ, pðcÞ, based on which we compute
the posteriori probability pðzjd; cÞ as follows,

pðzjd; cÞ ¼ pðz; d; cÞ
pðd; cÞ / pðz; d; cÞ ¼ pðdjz; cÞpðz; cÞ

¼ pðdjz; cÞpðzÞpðcÞ ¼ pðdjz; cÞpðcÞ
X
y

pðy; zÞ

/ pðdjz; cÞ
X
y

pðy; zÞ:

ð19Þ

Then, the class label of any document d in a target domain c
is predicted to be

arg max
z
pðzjd; cÞ: ð20Þ

The detailed procedure of CD-PLSA for cross-domain
classification is depicted in Algorithm 1. Note that our
algorithm can deal with the situations where there are
multiple source domains and multiple target domains.

Algorithm 1. CD-PLSA for Cross-Domain Classification
Input: Given ðsþ tÞ data domains D1; . . . ;Ds, Dsþ1; . . . ;

Dsþt, where the first s domains are source domains while

the left are target domains. T , the number of iterations. Y ,

the number of word clusters.

Output: the class label of each document d in the target

domain.

1) Initialization. pð0Þðwjy; cÞ is set to the output pðwjyÞ from

PLSA. The initialization of pð0Þðdjz; cÞ is detailed in
Section 4.3. pð0Þðy; zÞ is set randomly.

2) k :¼ 1.

3) for c :¼ 1! sþ t
Update pðkÞðy; zjw; d; cÞ according to

Equation (8) in E-step;

4) end.
5) for c :¼ 1! sþ t

Update pðkÞðwjy; cÞ according to Equation (14)

in M-step;

6) end.

7) for c :¼ sþ 1! sþ t
Update pðkÞðdjz; cÞ according to Equation (15) in

M-step;

8) end.
9) Update pðkÞðy; zÞ according to Equation (16) in M-step.

10) Update pðkÞðcÞ according to Equation (17) in M-step.

11) k :¼ kþ 1, if k < T , turn to Step 3.

12) The class label of any document d in a target domain c is

predicted by Equation (20).

4.4 Refined CD-PLSA

CD-PLSA can output the extension of word concepts pðwjy; cÞ
and document concepts pðdjz; cÞ for each domain c, and the
intensions of word and document concepts pðy; zÞwhich are
shared by all data domains. In CD-PLSA, we assume that
the intensions of word and document concepts pðy; zÞ remain
the same across different domains. However, since different
target domains may have their own characteristics with
respect to data distribution, the shared intensions may not be
the exact ones for the specific target domains. Thus, we
further propose to refine the outputs of CD-PLSA model.
Specifically, in this step, based on only the local data from
each target domain c we update the variables pðy; zjw; d; cÞ,
pðwjy; cÞ, pðdjz; cÞ, pðy; zjcÞ (sþ 1 � c � sþ t) separately by
(8), (14), (15), (16). Additionally, their initial values are
assigned with the outputs from CD-PLSA. The experiments
show that this local refinement step further improve CD-
PLSA in terms of classification accuracy.

5 A DISTRIBUTED IMPLEMENTATION OF THE

CD-PLSA MODEL

Here, we extend the proposed EM-based algorithm into a
distributed version, which can work in the situation that the
source domains D1; . . . ;Ds and the target domains Dsþ1; . . . ;
Dsþt are geographically separated. This distributed imple-
mentation of the CD-PLSA model helps when the data are
separated in multiple source.

In this distributed setting, we need a central node, denoted
by mn, as the master node, and all the nodes for the data
domains are used as slave nodes, denoted by snð1Þ; . . . ; snðsþtÞ.
We find that 1) pðy; zjw; d; c; �oldÞ, pðwjy; cÞ and pðdjz; cÞ in (8),
(14) and (15) can computed locally on snðcÞ; 2) pðy; zÞ can be
computed locally on the master node. Specifically, let

4ðcÞy;z ¼
X
w;d

Ow;d;c pðy; zjw; d; c; �oldÞ; ð21Þ

VðcÞ ¼
X
y;z;w;d

Ow;d;c pðy; zjw; d; c; �oldÞ: ð22Þ

Then,

pðy; zÞ ¼
P

c4
ðcÞ
y;zP

y;z;c4
ðcÞ
y;z

; pðcÞ ¼ VðcÞP
c VðcÞ

: ð23Þ
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In each iteration, the master node first sends the values of

pðy; zÞ and pðcÞ to each slave node. Then, each slave node snðcÞ

(for c 2 f1; � � � ; ðsþ tÞg) computes pðy; zjw; d; c; �oldÞ, pðwjy; cÞ,
pðdjz; cÞ, 4ðcÞy;z and VðcÞ locally, and sends the local statistics

4ðcÞy;z and VðcÞ to the master node. Finally, the master node

updates pðy; zÞ and pðcÞ according to (23) when receiving all

the local statistics from slave nodes, and starts the new round

of iteration. It is clear that there are only some statistics,

including4ðcÞy;z, pðy; zÞ, VðcÞ, and pðcÞ, transmitted between the

master and slave nodes (depicted in Fig. 3), rather than

communicating and exposing the raw data. Let T be the

number of iterative rounds, Y be the number of word

clusters, C be the number of document classes, then the total

communication overhead are 2T � ðsþ tÞ � ðY � C þ 1Þ (the

size of both pðy; zÞ and 4ðcÞy;z are Y � C ). Therefore, this

distributed algorithm is communication-efficient and also

alleviate the privacy concerns to some degree.

6 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section, we provide experiments to demonstrate
the effectiveness of the proposed models. For the two-
class classification problems, each of which involves with
four domains: one source domain plus three target
domains or three source domains plus one target domain.
Also, we perform three-class classification experiments to
show that our models can easily handle multiclass
problems. The classification accuracy is the evaluation
metric in this work. The code of CD-PLSA is available
through the web site http://www.intsci.ac.cn/users/
zhuangfuzhen/CD_PLSA. htm.

6.1 The Experimental Setup

6.1.1 Data Preparation

20-Newsgroup 2 is one of the widely used data set for
cross-domain learning. This corpus has approximately
20,000 newsgroup documents, which are evenly divided
into 20 subcategories. Some related subcategories are
grouped into a top category, which is used as document
class. The corpus contains four top categories comp, rec, sci,
and talk, which all have four subcategories. Their
corresponding subcategories are listed in Table 2. In the
experiments, we can construct six data sets for binary
classification by randomly selecting two top categories
(one for positive and the other one for negative) from the
four top categories. They are rec versus sci, comp versus sci,
sci versus talk, comp versus rec, comp versus talk, and rec
versus talk. Then we construct a two-class cross-domain

classification problem as follows: for two top categories A,
B (e.g., A is positive and B for negative.) and their four
subcategories are denoted as A1; A2; A3; A4, and B1; B2;
B3; B4, respectively. We select (without replacement) a
subcategory from A (e.g., A2) and a subcategory from B
(e.g., B3) to form a data domain. We repeat the selection
four times to get the four data domains. If we select any
one of the generated four domains as source domain and
the left three domains as target domains, in this way we
can generate totally 96 (4 � P 4

4 ) problems of cross-domain
classification with one source domain and three target
domains. Similarly, we can construct 96 problems with
three source domains and one target domain.

For three-class classification four data sets, including
comp versus rec versus sec, comp versus rec versus talk, comp
versus sci versus talk, and rec versus sci versus talk, are
generated by randomly selecting three top categories. We
construct the three-class classification problems similarly
with binary classification, thus we can obtain 2,304
(4 � P 4

4 � P 4
4 ) classification problems (e.g., including three

source domains and one target domain for each problem)
for each data set. In this three-class situation, we only
perform the experiments on 100 randomly selected problem
instances from each data set. All the experimental results
are detailed in Sections 6.2 and 6.3. The value of 15 is used
as the threshold of document frequency to cut down the
number of words used in the co-occurrence matrices.

6.1.2 The Baseline Methods

We compare our models CD-PLSA, RCD-PLSA with several
baseline classification methods, including

. The supervised learning algorithm Logistic Regres-
sion (LG) [24] and LibSVM [25].

. The state-of-the-art cross-domain learning ap-
proaches coclustering-based Classification (CoCC)3

[6], Local Weighted Ensemble (LWE) [3], and the
Bridged-Refinement transfer learning (BR) [4].

. Additionally, the algorithm D-PLSA (depicted in
Section 3.2) is also used as the baseline. Since there
are not domain labels in D-PLSA all the instances
appear as if they are from the same domain. In other
words the source of each instance is ignored in D-
PLSA. Our experiments will show that ignoring this
information results in the significant performance
sacrifice.
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Fig. 3. The statistics transmitted between the master and slave nodes.

TABLE 2
The Top Categories and Their Subcategories

2. http://people.csail.mit.edu/jrennie/20Newsgroups/. 3. We thank the author for providing the codes.



Note that all the classification methods, which cannot
directly deal with multiple source domains are adapted as
follows: e.g., CoCC, for each source domain and the target
domain we train a CoCC model, and then combine these
m models by voting with equal weights. The other methods
LG (note that LG achieves the similar performance when
trained on the merged data of all source domains), LibSVM,
BR are adapted to handle multiple source domains similarly
with CoCC.

6.1.3 Implementation Details

Since the models of D-PLSA and CD-PLSA have the
random initialization process, we conduct the experiments
three times and the average results are recorded for these
two algorithms. Preliminary test shows that our algorithm
is not sensitive to the number Y of word clusters (in the
range of ½25; 28]), thus we set Y to 64. The number of
iteration in D-PLSA, CD-PLSA,4 and RCD-PLSA is set to 50.
The parameters of CoCC, LWE, and BR are set to the same
values as the original papers.

6.2 Results on Two-Class Classification Problems

We compare the proposed models CD-PLSA, RCD-PLSA
with baselines LG, CoCC, LWE, and D-PLSA.

6.2.1 Multiple Target Domains

Here, we show a comparison of the proposed models CD-

PLSA, RCD-PLSA with the baseline methods on the

learning tasks with multiple target domains. We have six

data sets, and can construct 96 problems for each of them.

Here we only list the detailed results of data sets rec versus

sci and comp versus sci in Figs. 4 and 5 since they perform

similarly.5 Each of the two figures have three subfigures,

each of which contains the results on one of the three target

domains. In each subfigure, the 96 problems are sorted by

the increasing order of the accuracy from LG. Thus, the x-

axis in each figure actually indicates the degree of difficulty

in knowledge transformation. From these figures, we can

observe that

1. The t-test with 95 percent confidence over all the 192
(96� 2) problems shows that CD-PLSA significantly
outperforms the other four baseline methods.
Furthermore, we find that the improvements of
CD-PLSA over the baseline methods are more
remarkable when the accuracy of LG is lower than
70 percent. Table 3 records the average results over
the corresponding tasks on six data sets. The Left
and Right rows represent the average values of the
tasks when the accuracy of LG is lower or higher
than 70 percent, respectively, while Total denotes
the average values over all the 96 problems. We can
see that the difference between the average values of
CD-PLSA and any baseline method in the Left row
is much greater than that in the Right row. That is to

say, although the baseline methods may output

much lower accuracies when the accuracy of LG is

lower than 70 percent, CD-PLSA works still well.

The reason may be that the degree of difference in

data distributions across domains is too large to be

handled by the baseline methods, while our method

is more tolerant of distribution differences.
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Fig. 4. The Performance Comparison among RCD-PLSA, CD-PLSA, D-
PLSA, LWE, CoCC, and LG on data set rec versus sci.

4. Under these parameters, CD-PLSA can finish our task in 240 seconds.
Note that there are about 7,300 features and 7,500 documents in each
problem. We will detail the running time in Section 6.5.

5. All the results are shown in our full version, you can access it through
http://www.intsci.ac.cn/users/zhuangfuzhen/.



2. We also observe the advantage of CD-PLSA over D-

PLSA in these results. The reasons are as follows: in

D-PLSA, the data domain where each instance

comes from is ignored, and all the instances are

treated as if they come from the same domain.

However, the distinction and commonality can only

be found by the comparison of at least two domains.

Thus, with only one domain our algorithm may
sacrifice due to the loss of the information of data
domains. On the other hand, we can say that the
data domain for each instance introduces significant
improvements to our model CD-PLSA.

3. Finally, it is impressed that RCD-PLSA can usually
obtain a significant improvement by CD-PSLA in the
refinement process. These results indicate the inten-
sions output by CD-PLSA usually are not exactly the
ones for target domains, which leaves the space for
improvement. Therefore, we can further refine the
outputs to enhance the performance in the second
step using the local data for each target domain. In a
word, all these results validate the effectiveness of
CD-PLSA and RCD-PLSA.

6.2.2 Multiple Source Domains

Here, we conduct experiments to show that the CD-PLSA
model can also work on multiple source domains. We
evaluate all the methods on the problem with 3 sources and
1 target. Fig. 6 shows the results. Indeed, similar results can
be observed as those in Section 6.2.1, which again show that
CD-PLSA outperforms all the compared methods.

We also show Table 4 with the average values over the
corresponding 96 problems of the six data sets. The
calculation of these values are the same with that in Table 3.
Again, these results show that CD-PLSA outperforms the
baseline methods on the tasks with multiple source domains,
and it can better tolerate the distribution differences. It is
obvious to find that RCD-PLSA is consistently better than
CD-PLSA in term of the average accuracy, which again
verifies the superiority of RCD-PLSA.

We have to mention that in Figs. 6e and 6f, our model
CD-PLSA fails in some problems when the baseline method
LG performs well (higher than 80 percent). We conjecture
that the intension may be very different for these problem
instances, thus the independent assumption of CD-PSLA
might lead to overfitting and the output pðy; zÞ bias to the
source domains. For this situation, we can use refined CD-
PLSA in the second step to make up this little flaw.

6.3 Results on Three-Class Classification Tasks

For three-class classification, we test and compare CD-PSLA
and RCD-PLSA models with LG, LibSVM, BR, and D-PLSA.
Here the supervised method LibSVM [25] and transfer
learning approach BR [4] can directly tackle multiclass
classification scenarios, while LG is adapted to handling
multiclass situation by one versus rest manner. All the
results are exhibited in Fig. 7, and Table 5 records the
average performance.

From Figs. 7 and Table 5, we can find that these results
are concise with the ones reported in Section 6.2 for binary
classification. Our model CD-PLSA is better than all other
baselines, except on the data set comp versus rec versus talk
CD-PLSA is comparable with BR. Specifically, CD-PLSA
still can work well on the hard knowledge transfer
situations, while the cross-domain methods CD-PLSA
and BR are comparable for the much easier problems.
Again we observe the additional gains of RCD-PLSA by
CD-PLSA, and RCD-PLSA significantly outperforms all the
other approaches.
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Fig. 5. The performance comparison among RCD-PLSA, CD-PLSA, D-
PLSA, LWE, CoCC, and LG on data set comp versus sci.



6.4 Understanding the Extension of a Word
Concept over Multiple Domains

Here, we show the difference and relatedness among the
extensions of a word concept over multiple domains. Fixing
a word concept y and a domain c, we list the top N (N ¼ 20
here) words in terms of pðwjy; cÞ. They are actually the
representative words for the word concept in a certain
domain. The extensions of three word concepts in the four
domains are listed in Table 6.

Indeed, the extensions of a word concept on the four
domains are related to each other in the sense that their

representative words corresponds to the same semantic.

For example, the third word concept is actually about

“Space Science,” while the representative words in each

extension are different. Specifically, the representative

words of this concept in Domain 1 include “rocket,”

“ESA” (European Space Agency), and “satellite,” etc.,

while those in Domain 2 contain “acceleration,” “NASA,”

and “earth,” etc. These results also intuitively show that

our model can successfully mine distinction and common-

ality among multiple domains.
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TABLE 3
Average Performances (Percent) on 96 Problems of Each Data Set for Multiple Target Domains for Two-Class Classification



6.5 The Running Time of the CD-PLSA Model

We check the computational performances of CD-PLSA as

follows: we randomly select 16 problems from the data set rec

versus sci, and Fig. 8a shows the running time of CD-PLSA on

these 16 problems under different number of word clusters

Y . Additionally, the relationship between the average

running time (over the problems) and the number of word

clusters Y is shown in Fig. 8b, where the y-axis represents the

average running time of 16 problems. From these figures, we

can find that 1) CD-PLSA runs very fast, and it takes no more

than 240 seconds when Y ¼ 64 on the data including

7,500 documents and 7,300 features; 2) CD-PLSA runs in

linear time with respect to Y .
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Fig. 6. The performance comparison among RCD-PLSA, CD-PLSA, D-PLSA, LWE, CoCC, and LG on six data sets.



6.6 Experimental Summary

We summary all the experimental results as follows:

1. CD-PLSA significantly outperforms all the baseline
methods. This superiority becomes more remarkable

when the accuracy from LG is lower than 70 percent.
This indicates that, when the degree of difficulty in
knowledge transfer is large, our model still works
well while the others may fail. Thus, CD-PLSA is
more robust for transfer learning.

2. The CD-PLSA model is further improved by explicitly
considering the data domain where each instance

comes from. Since the distinction and commonality

can only be identified by the comparison of at least two

domains, if all the instances are treated as if they come

from the same domain, the effectiveness in mining

distinction and commonality may compromise. In-

deed, the data domain labels on each instance provide

a partition of all the data if we group the instances
from the same domain into one cluster. Thus, this

information is additional supervision to our model.

3. To exploit the intrinsic structure of target domains,
we further propose RCD-PLSA to refine the outputs
of CD-PLSA for each target domain. And the
experiments show that RCD-PLSA usually can gain
significant improvement by CD-PLSA.

4. To intuitively understand the extensions of a word
concept over different domains, we list the key
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Fig. 7. The performance comparison among RCD-PLSA, CD-PLSA, D-PLSA, BR, LibSVM, and LG on four data sets.

TABLE 4
Average Performances (Percent) on 96 Problems of Each Data

Set for Multiple Source Domains



words of a concept in different domains. These key

words, the biproduct of our model, coincide with

our assumption that different domains use different

words to describe the same concept.

5. We also investigate the efficiency of the CD-PLSA

model. The results indicate CD-PLSA runs very fast,

and can always finish when the number of word

cluster Y is set to 64 in our experiments. Also, the

running time is linear to Y .
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Fig. 8. The running time of CD-PLSA.

TABLE 6
Word Concepts with the Corresponding Key Words for Each Domain

TABLE 5
Average Performances (Percent) on 100 Problem Instances of Each Data Set for Three-Class Classification
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